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Abstract. We propose that the radio outbursts of the cata-

clysmic variable AE Aqr are caused by eruptions of bubbles

of fast particles from a magnetosphere surrounding the white

dwarf. We investigate the acceleration process of magnetic

pumping in the magnetosphere which is periodically driven both

by the relative motion with the companion and with the infalling

spray of gas at the spin frequency of the white dwarf. As the ac-

cretion rate is relatively low, the conversion of spin energy into

acceleration (rather than heating) of electrons and protons can

be efficient. The accelerated particles are trapped in the white

dwarf magnetosphere until their total energy content becomes

comparable to that of the trapping magnetic field structure and a

MHD instability sets in. Synchrotron radiation is emitted in the

expelled expanding plasmoid at radio and down to millimetric

wavelengths. We find that there is sufficient energy transferred

from the rotation energy of the rapidly-spinning white dwarf

to fast particles by magnetic pumping to explain quiescent and

flaring radio emissions.

Key words: acceleration of particles – magnetic fields –

turbulence – cataclysmic variables – stars: individual: AE Aqr

– radio continuum: stars

1. Introduction

Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are binary systems in which matter

flows from a Roche-lobe filling dwarf secondary star onto a

white dwarf primary. The CV AE Aqr contains one of the most

rapidly spinning white dwarfs known (Pwd = 33 sec) and is a

member of the Intermediate Polar (IP) sub- class of CVs. (For

reference we give the most pertinent system parameters of AE

Aqr in Table 1).

? Present affiliation: ESA Space Science Dep., ESTEC, Postbus 299,

2200 AG Noordwijk

Table 1. Some of the most important system parameters of AE Aqr

(most of which are taken from Welsh et al. 1994).

Period of White Dwarf (Pwd = 2π/ωwd) 33.0767 sec

Binary orbital period (Pbin = 2π/Ωbinary) 9.8797 hr

M1 0.89M�±0.23

M2 0.57M�±0.15

Secondary spectral type K3–5V

Inclination i 55◦
±7

The magnetic field strength of the white dwarf in IP’s is

not sufficient to synchronise the spin period of the white dwarf

with the binary orbital period, but prevents or disrupts the for-

mation of an accretion disk which is usually present in CVs

(see Patterson 1994 for a recent review). In Polars (or AM Her

stars), the white dwarf has a sufficiently strong magnetic field

to prevent the formation of an accretion disk and the accretion

flow impacts directly onto the white dwarf (see Cropper 1990

for a review). However, a direct measurement of the magnetic

field strength of AE Aqr has yet to be made. The most com-

mon method of determining this parameter in Magnetic CVs is

from polarisation measurements. Measurements by Stockman

et al. (1992) gave an upper limit to the circular polarisation of

0.06% indicating B <500 T. Other more indirect estimates of

the field strength includeB=1–10 T and 10–100 T (Lamb & Pat-

terson 1983 and Lamb 1988 respectively) from the spin-down

and pulsing behaviour of the white dwarf.

Although the magnetic field strength of AE Aqr is uncertain,

there is evidence to suggest that there is no accretion disk at the

present epoch, and that very little of the material leaving the

secondary star is actually accreted onto the surface of the white

dwarf. The observed emission lines are not double peaked, and a

Doppler tomograph (Wynn et al. 1996) shows no signature of the

expected Keplerian flow. This would suggest that the accretion

is largely stream-like, or possibly blob-like. Wynn et al. (1995)

simulate the accretion flow in AE Aqr and find that the vast bulk

of material is ejected from the binary system altogether. This

is also consistent with optical observations by Mouchet et al.
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(1995) which show no evidence for the presence of an accretion

disc.

AE Aqr is observed to emit at radio wavelengths with a

quiescent and a flaring component. The generation mecha-

nism probably is synchrotron emission from relativistic elec-

trons gyrating in magnetic fields. The integrated quiescent ra-

dio power at a distance of 84 pc (Bailey 1981) is 2.8 · 1020 W,

that in flares 1.4 · 1021 W. The X-ray emission is ∼ 1025 W

(L/LEdd = 0.48 · 10−6) implying an accretion rate of at most

8.5 · 1011 kg s−1 = 1.3 · 10−11 M�/yr (if all luminosity is

from accretion, Eracleous et al. 1991, Reinsch et al. 1995). This

emission is smaller by more than an order of magnitude than the

spin-down luminosity of the white dwarf (6 · 1026 W; De Jager

1994). The spin-down energy is much larger than the (total ob-

served) quiescent accretion luminosity plus the energy released

in typical UV flares (Horne & Eracleous 1995). There is there-

fore a reservoir of energy which might be tapped to accelerate to

high energy the particles thought to be the source of quiescent

and flaring radio emission.

Bastian et al. (1988) and Abada-Simon et al. (1993) reported

radio flares on timescales ranging from a few minutes to sev-

eral hours. They interpreted these flares as the superposition of

synchotron-emitting plasma clouds. Observations of AE Aqr

were extended down to sub-mm wavelengths by Abada-Simon

et al. (1995a). Typically the radio power is 1021 W during one

hour for a big flare, and a total radio energy of a few times 1024

Joules (1025 J for the largest flare observed). The optical and

radio flare events are not correlated and further, unusual dips

were seen in the radio (Abada-Simon et al. 1995b). From VLBI

a source expansion up to 4a (a is the binary separation) has been

inferred at a speed 0.01 c (A.E. Neill 1995 private communica-

tion, De Jager & Meintjes 1993). Although Bastian et al. (1988)

proposed a model in which energetic particles were the direct

cause of these flares, they did not attempt to explain what the

source of these energetic particles was. Under the synchrotron

hypothesis a total energy ofW ∼ 4 ·1024 J is required in 5 ·1035

energetic electrons with Lorentz factors of γ ∼ 90 distributed

over a source of extent 3 ·108 m with an ambient magnetic field

of 0.005 T. In the present work we attempt to explain the origin

of these fast particles. We will address the following questions:

– What is the power in MHD disturbances? (§2)

– Is magnetic pumping a suitable candidate for the particle

acceleration required to power the synchrotron emission?

(§3,4,5,6)

– What causes the radio emission to be produced in flares

rather than more steadily? (§6)

– What other acceleration processes are relevant to AE Aqr?

(§7)

– Why do radio outbursts such as observed on AE Aqr occur

only in 4 CVs and in only a small fraction of X-ray bina-

ries (Nelson & Spencer 1988, Hjellming & Penninx 1991,

Kuijpers 1989)? (§7)

In Sect. 2 we first consider how effectively magnetic distur-

bances are created in the magnetised white dwarf companion

system. In Sect. 3 we work out which adiabatic invariants exist

Fig. 1. The Binary System AE Aquarii. Shown are the system Roche

Lobes, the orientation of the spin axis (here vertical), the position of the

light cylinder, and the position of the magnetic dipole axis as it passes

the plain of the drawing. Also shown are some of the unperturbed

dipolar field lines including the last closed field lines and the two field

lines which would pass through the inner Lagrangian point at the epoch

represented and, respectively, half a spin period later.

in AE Aqr and discuss their relevance to particle acceleration.

In Sect. 4 we specifically study acceleration by magnetic pump-

ing, and in Sect. 5 the limiting particle energies when account is

taken of various losses. In Sect. 6 we model the radio emission.

In Sect. 7 we discuss the initial particle source, other potentially

significant acceleration processes, and the relation of AE Aqr

to other magnetised binaries. Finally Sect. 8 sums up the results

of the present paper.

2. Magnetic powering

The geometry of the system is sketched in Fig. 1 for the ori-

entation of the magnetic dipole inferred from UV observations

(Welsh et al. 1993, Eracleous et al. 1994). The light cylinder

at a radius rlc = c/ωwd = 1.58 · 109 m reaches out past the

inner Lagrangian point but does not contain the secondary star

entirely. The figure also shows a number of unperturbed dipolar

field lines, including the field lines through the inner Lagrangian

point. The cones of ‘open’ – reaching outside the light cylinder

– field lines on opposite hemispheres encompass practically the

entire set of (unperturbed) field lines going through the inner

Lagrangian point during a rotation period of the white dwarf.

These polar caps of open field lines at the white dwarf surface

are small: for a dipole with obliquity 70◦ the half-width in the

azimuthal direction is θpc = (ωwdRwd/c)
0.5 = 4.6◦r0.5

7 while

in the meridional plane it extends 1.9◦ and 3.4◦ away from the

magnetic pole for a white dwarf radius Rwd = 107 r7 m.

Since the rotation of the white dwarf is fast compared to

the orbital period (Pwd = 33.0767 s � Pbin = 9.88 hours) the

white dwarf magnetosphere is strongly perturbed by the relative

motion of the companion. Moreover, any gas streaming from
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the inner Lagrangian point onto the white dwarf will similarly

perturb the fast moving magnetosphere, until the gas reaches its

Alfvén radius rA (defined loosely by equating the ram pressure

ρv2, v is the relative speed between gas and magnetosphere, to

the ambient stellar magnetic pressure B2(2µ0)−1). Thereafter,

depending on the location of the Alfvén radius with respect to

the radius of corotation

rco = (GM1)1/3ω
−2/3

wd = 1.49 · 107(M1/0.89 M�)1/3 m, (1)

the gas will either be propelled away (when rA > rco) or, when

the reverse inequality is satisfied, be caught by the field and fall

onto the white dwarf.

2.1. Power radiated in MHD waves

The power radiated in MHD (mainly Alfvén) waves by a good

conductor of spherical shape (cross-section A) moving at sub-

alfvénic speed v through an ambient magnetic field of strength

B can be obtained from Barnett & Olbert (1986) under a number

of assumptions

PA = 7.11A
B2

2µ0

v
v

vA
, (2)

where vA is the Alfvén speed in the ambient medium. It is

assumed that the radius of the sphere is much larger than an

effective gyroradius v/ωci0 (ωci0 = eB/mi is the proton Lar-

mor frequency), the cold plasma approximation is used (valid

if v2 � c2
s), the ambient plasma is dense enough (ω2

pe > ω2
ce0,

where ωpe = (ne2/meε0)0.5 is the electron plasma density,

ωce0 = eB/me is the electron Larmor frequency), and finally,

the Alfvén crossing time over the dimension of the sphere is

much less than the Ohmic diffusion time. In our case all but one

of these assumptions are correct: the ratio ωpe/ωce0 is probably

much less than unity for the magnetosphere of AE Aqr. However

we do not expect that this changes the above result significantly

as long as one uses the correct relativistic Alfvén speed given

by v−2
A = c−2 + B−2µ0ρ.

The radiated power by an antenna is known to be very sen-

sitive to matching of impedances between antenna and the ex-

ternal medium. The detailed shape of the emitter (Lüttgen &

Neubauer 1994) and the far-field boundary conditions are there-

fore crucial in these calculations. For instance, if the magneto-

sphere acts as a cavity, standing waves can be set up and the

power radiated by an antenna then depends on the dissipation

of the waves in the cavity. If the antenna were placed in a ho-

mogeneous medium the radiated power would not necessarily

depend on the wave dissipation. Further, if the plasma is not

cold and if moreover the conductor is injecting plasma into the

magnetosphere, such as is the case for Io moving in Jupiter’s

magnetosphere, the slow mode can also be excited and magnetic

field perturbations arise not only along so-called Alfvén wings

but also in the wake of the satellite (Kopp 1996). This case may

be particularly relevant for AE Aqr as the infalling gas blobs are

expected to become ablated by the rotating magnetosphere.

Finally we mention another process for radiation of MHD

waves by infalling gas. Scheurwater & Kuijpers (1988) cal-

culated the efficiency of MHD wave excitation from a lo-

calized pressure pulse, generated by a plasma sphere falling

along the stellar magnetic field and hitting the stellar sur-

face at subalfvénic speed. Of the total infall energy a fraction

0.14(nc/n)(v/vA)3 is radiated into Alfvén waves and a fraction

1.8(nc/n)(v/vA)7 into fast magnetosonic waves, where nc is

the particle density inside the cloud and n the ambient density

above the surface. This demonstrates that the matter which fi-

nally accretes (with an accretion energy up to 1025 W) onto the

surface of the white dwarf is an efficient source of MHD waves.

Let us now compare the power radiated in MHD waves by

the companion with that radiated by infalling gas, applying the

simple estimate (2) with a coefficient one.

2.2. Power radiated by the companion

Since the companion is near the light cylinder, its relative mo-

tion through the magnetosphere of the white dwarf is prob-

ably superalfvénic and it will possess a bow shock. We can

then estimate the MHD power generated in the stellar wake

by putting v = vA in the previous equations and writing

v = (ωwd − Ωbin)r ≈ ωwdr:

Pc ≈ R2
cωwda(Rwd/a)6B2

wd(2µ0)−1 = 1.96 · 1022B2
2 W, (3)

where we have taken a radius for the companion Rc = 7 · 108

m, a distance from the white dwarf a = 1.8 · 109 m and a field

strength Bwd = 100B2 T at the surface pole of the white dwarf

with radius Rwd = 107 m.

2.3. Power radiated by infalling gas

To estimate the power radiated in MHD waves by infalling gas

we use an accretion rate Ṁ ∼ 5 · 1011 kg/s based on the quies-

cent X-ray luminosity. For simplicity we assume that a steady

flow of gas escapes at a rate Ṁ from the inner Lagrangian point

at a sound speed cs = 8.4 km/s (T = 10, 500 K) through a

nozzle with cross-section H2 and H = 100 km (much smaller

than the scale height near the inner Lagrangian point, see be-

low). Further, we assume that the gas stream remains isothermal

and keeps the same cross-section and that its velocity quickly

reaches the free-fall speed in the gravitational field of the white

dwarf vf = 486 r−0.5
9 km/s (r9 ≡ r/(109 m)). We take the

cross-section to be constant until the stream reaches the pres-

sure balance radius, defined by the distance at which the gas

pressure becomes equal to the ambient stellar field pressure. For

a dipolar magnetic field dependence we find a pressure balance

radius,

rp7 = 21.5B
4/13

2 (cs/8.4 km/s)−4/13

(Ṁ/5.38 · 1011 kg/s)−2/13(H/100 km)4/13. (4)

Inside the pressure balance radius we assume that infall is again

steady at the same rate, at the same temperature, and at the

free-fall speed, now however with the cross-section determined
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by balance between the gas pressure and the ambient magnetic

field pressure. Assuming the relative transverse speed between

gas stream and magnetosphere to be supra-Alfvénic everywhere

we arrive at the following estimate for the power radiated in

MHD waves by a steady stream with a transverse extent h(r)

extending from the Lagrangian point at a distance 109 m down to

the Alfvén radius (or the white dwarf radius at 107 m, whichever

is larger)

Pa =

∫

B2
wd(2µ0)−1(r/Rwd)−6ωwdrh(r)dr

=
B2

wd

2µ0

ωwdR
2
wd[

4cs(2µ0Ṁ )0.5R0.25
wd

3Bwd(2GM1)0.25
(

r

Rwd
)−0.75|Rwd

r(h=H)

+
H

4
(

r

Rwd
)−4|r(h=H)

109m
] ≈ 3.60 · 1024B2 W. (5)

Under our assumptions the stream becomes compressed inside

r(h = H) = 21.5 · 107 m and extends down to the white dwarf

(because of the assumptions of isothermality and pressure equi-

librium, the stream is very dense and never reaches its Alfvén

radius (ρv2
f � ρc2

s ≈ B2(2µ0)−1), which in this case sim-

ply reduces to r = cs/ωwd = 4.4 · 104 m < Rwd). Note that the

spin-down luminosity in MHD waves (estimate (5)) can be com-

parable to the quiescent gravitational X-ray luminosity which

we used to estimate the mass loss. Of course for consistency it

is required that the MHD power is not ultimately converted into

X-rays.

Note that we have assumed a very small thickness of the gas

stream, H = 100 km, in comparison to the scale height at the

inner Lagrangian point, HL ∼ csPbin(2π)−1 ∼ 4.8 · 104 km

(Frank et al. 1992). As the efficiency of MHD wave excitation

increases with the transverse extent of the gas stream, a small

value of the thickness leads to a conservative estimate. In real-

ity, the gas blobs will first fall freely towards the white dwarf.

In the comoving frame the gas will expand along the equato-

rial plane at the speed of sound (which will of course decrease

quickly due to adiabatic expansion). Transverse to the orbital

plane the gas also expands as long as the gravitational acceler-

ation is large compared to the centrifugal acceleration. When

the latter increases, the gas tries to reach pressure equilibrium

with the remaining effective field of gravity but will not succeed

completely as it needs at least a free-fall or Keplerian time to do

this. As a rough approximation for the transverse thickness we

could therefore takeH = rcs/vKep(r) ∼ 515r1.5
8 km, as long as

the ambient magnetic field pressure remains much smaller than

the gas pressure (that is outside the pressure balance distance).

As can be seen from (5) an increased transverse extentH causes

an increase of radiated MHD power. Because of the unknown

amount of equatorial spreading we shall use the conservative

estimate (5). In principle the MHD power could increase by

over two orders of magnitude, up to the observed spin-down

luminosity 6 · 1026 W.

We conclude that the fast spinning white dwarf emits a spin-

down luminosity in the form of MHD waves with a lower limit

of Pc ∼ 2 · 1022B2
2 W determined by the presence of the non-

corotating companion, and a value of 4·1024B2 W if mass trans-

fer takes place at a rate 5.4 ·1011 kg/s provided the local rotation

speed is (super)Alfvénic. In a realistic magnetosphere the radi-

ated waves will not be purely Alfvénic but have a compressive

component because of the inhomogeneity and line-tying of the

fields.

Is this sufficient in principle to power the observed radio

emission? The quiescent radio power is ∼ 2.8 ·1020 W (Abada-

Simon et al. 1995b), and an order of magnitude larger during

flaring. The net conversion efficiency of MHD waves into radio

emission should then on average be 10−4 up to 10−2. In the next

section we examine the properties of particle orbits in the present

system and how violation of particular adiabatic invariants can

cause stochastic acceleration.

3. Invariants and acceleration

The motion of a particle in a slowly time- and space-varying

magnetic field in the absence of collisions can be characterized

by a drift motion of the so-called center of gyration around

which the particle performs its gyration orbit. For a particle of

charge q, rest mass m and Lorentz factor γ, the perpendicular

drift of the gyrocentre under the influence of a force F (Alfvén

& Fälthammar 1963) is given by

vd =
F ×B

qB2
. (6)

The frequency of gyration of a charged particle (charge qj , rest

mass mj) with perpendicular velocity component v⊥ (β⊥ =

v⊥/c) is given by its cyclotron frequency

ωcj =
|qj |B
γmj

= 1.76 · 1011 B

γ

me

mj
rad/s, (7)

and its cyclotron radius by

rcj =
v⊥
ωcj

= 1.7 · 10−3 γβ⊥

B

mj

me
m. (8)

Up to first order in ω/ωc and in krc, where ω is the angular

frequency, and k the wave vector of the field perturbations, the

total gyrocentre speed (in the case of a particle in the WD mag-

netosphere) is (Roederer 1970, Goldston & Rutherford 1995)

vgc = v‖b̂ +
E ×B

B2
− µ∇B ×B

qB2

−
γmv2

‖[(b̂ ·∇)b̂] ×B

qB2
− mdvgc/dt×B

qB2
, (9)

where v‖ is the particle velocity component along the magnetic

field, b̂ = B/B is the unit vector along the magnetic field, E is

the electric field, µ is the magnetic moment

µ =
p2
⊥

2γmB
, (10)

and we have assumed the drift motion to be sub-relativistic. The

perpendicular drifts in Eq. (9) correspond to, respectively, the
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electric field drift, the gradient drift, the curvature drift, and the

inertial drift. We have left out the drift due to gravity as it is

relatively unimportant for particles which have enough energy

to remain in the magnetic fields surrounding the white dwarf.

In the same approximation – as long as the cyclotron fre-

quency of the particle is much larger than the oscillation fre-

quency of the field, and as long as the spatial scale of the field

is much larger than the particle cyclotron radius –the following

quantity is conserved

p2
⊥

B
=
γ2β2

⊥m
2c2

B
= const, (11)

which is the so-called first adiabatic invariant. Here p⊥ =

γmv⊥ is the particle momentum perpendicular to the magnetic

field. It is important to realize that the quantity (11) relates to

individual particles following their motion as they drift across

the field. Therefore the perpendicular energy changes as

v⊥
dp⊥
dt

= µ
dB

dt
= µ

∂B

∂t
+ µ(vgc ·∇)B. (12)

Finally, the evolution of the parallel energy is governed by

(Goldston & Rutherford 1995)

v‖
dp‖

dt
= vgc · (qE − µ∇B). (13)

Note that Eqs. (12) and (13) demonstrate that the total particle

energy only changes in the presence of electric fields.

Apart from the first adiabatic invariant (10), valid when the

field changes slowly (ω/ωc � 1 and krc � 1), two more

invariants can be distinguished. The quantity

J =

∮

p‖dl (14)

the longitudinal invariant, is conserved when the timescale of

the field is much larger than the bounce time of a particle on a

trapped orbit, ωtb � 1, where (Lyons & Williams 1984)

tb =

∮

dl

v‖(l)
=

4R0

v
f1(θ0) = 0.133

R0

Rwd
β−1f1(θ0) s, (15)

and the last two equalities are for a dipole field with f1(θ0) ≈
1.38 − 0.32(sin θ0 + sin0.5 θ0) and θ0 is the particle pitch an-

gle (the angle of the velocity vector to the local magnetic field

direction) when it crosses the magnetic equator at a radial dis-

tance R0 (the quantity R0/Rwd is known as the magnetic shell

parameter).

A third adiabatic invariant, the flux invariant, exists when the

particle executes a bounce averaged periodic drift motion and

the timescale of field changes is large compared to the bounce

average drift period, ωtd � 1. The flux invariant is defined as

the magnetic flux linked in the particle’s drift averaged over the

bounce motion

ΦM =

∮

A · dl, (16)

where A is the magnetic vector potential. The bounce average

drift period for a dipole field is

td =
2πqBwdR

2
wd

3mc2

Rwd

R0

1

γβ2f2(θ0)

= 2.33 · 107(γβ2f2(θ0)R0/Rwd)−1 s, (17)

where the last result is for a proton and f2(θ0) ≈ 0.70 +

0.30 sin θ0.

Clearly as in our case the dominant perturbations in the

fields are at periods below 33 s the third invariant does not exist.

However, both the first (11) and the second invariant (14) exist as

the inequalities 1 � ωcPwd/2π (see Eq. (7)) and tb � Pwd/2π
(see Eq. (15)) are easily satisfied for fast particles as long as they

can be considered collisionless.

The above arguments suggest a number of single-step (non-

stochastic) acceleration processes may occur in the magneto-

sphere of AE Aqr. For instance the magnetic field will vary in

time by a factor of a few, and cause a similar increase in par-

ticle energy on account of (11). A more interesting possibility

is when a particle somehow drifts from the companion to the

surface of the white dwarf. Two magnetic shells of the rotating

(dipolar) magnetosphere have an electric potential difference of

magnitude

∆Φ =

∫

[(ωwd × r) ×B] · dl =
ωwd∆ΦM

2π

= 0.5ωwdR
2
wdBwd∆(Rwd/R) ≤ 9.52 · 1014 Volt, (18)

where ∆ΦM is the magnetic flux trapped between both shells.

This may lead to the production of TeV particles which have

possibly been detected (Meintjes et al. 1994).

If collisions or fluctuations on a small spatio-temporal scale

(either ω/ωc ≥ 1, or krc ≥ 1) occur the quantities (11) and

(14) are not invariants during the short-lasting interaction. The

combination of the existence of invariants during part of the

time combined with pitch-angle scattering causes a rich variety

of stochastic particle acceleration mechanisms to appear under

periodic (instead of single-step) field changes, depending on

the relative ordering of the scattering timescale and the particle

orbital periods (e.g. Alfvén & Fälthammar 1963, and for plane-

tary magnetospheres, Möbius 1994). Here we will concentrate

on one such process of particular importance for AE Aqr; that of

magnetic pumping (sometimes termed betatron acceleration).

4. Acceleration by magnetic pumping

Magnetic pumping is one of a number of stochastic particle ac-

celeration mechanisms (known also as Fermi-type mechanisms)

whose essential property is the combination of a particle inter-

action with a spatial or temporal change in the magnetic field –

which causes the particle energy to change – with a randomising

process (Swann 1933, Fermi 1954, Alfvén 1954, Spitzer 1962).

Usually a distinction is made between two kinds of magnetic

pumping: transit-time and ‘collisonal’ magnetic pumping (Stix

1992, Berger et al. 1958, Schlüter 1957). In both cases a confin-

ing magnetic field is being modulated at frequency f (assumed
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to be small in comparison with the particle cyclotron frequen-

cies) over a distance d. Transit-time pumping occurs when the

bounce time of the particles is approximately equal to the mod-

ulation frequency: f ≈ d/v. In ‘collisional’ pumping particles

are scattered in pitch angle by an independent process, some-

times but not necessarily by particle collisions.

Here we will investigate the latter process of ‘collisional’

magnetic pumping for arbitrary large field modulations, now

however invoking unspecified collisionless wave-particle scat-

tering instead of collisional pitch angle scattering, so that accel-

eration instead of heating occurs. This complements Kulsrud &

Ferrari (1971) who calculated acceleration by small-amplitude

slowly-varying large-scale hydromagnetic turbulence in a uni-

form background field in the presence of pitch-angle scattering.

It also complements the ‘gyro-relaxation’ by Schlüter (1957)

and the collisonal magnetic pumping by Berger et al. (1958),

both for a one-temperature gas and small amplitude variations

of a uniform background field. In the Discussion at the end we

briefly discuss the effects of transit-time pumping.

Although particles may gain or lose energy in the interaction,

randomisation ensures that on average an increase occurs. In

the case of magnetic pumping, an increase in the magnitude of

the magnetic field causes the particle momentum perpendicular

to the magnetic field to increase, by conservation of the first

adiabatic invariant p2
⊥/B (11). If there is no other process to

change the particle momentum, a decrease of the field to the

old value results in the particle losing exactly the amount of

energy it gained. However if it can be arranged that the particle

scatters, moving some of its newly gained perpendicular energy

into the parallel direction, decompression of the field (which

only affects the perpendicular component) leaves the particle

with slightly more energy than it had to begin with. On average

the increase in energy (= γ − 1 in units of the rest-mass energy

mc2) by pumping of angular frequency ω is given by

γ̇bet,av =
αω

4π

(

∆B

B

)2
1

1 + ∆B/B

(γ2 − 1)

γ
, (19)

where α is a small coefficient and the field varies periodically

between the values B and B + ∆B . The value γ̇bet,av is the

average increase in the particle population energy with time due

to the magnetic pumping process; α depends primarily on the

ratio of field oscillation time to pitch-angle scattering timescale.

In a few illustrative cases (e.g. Alfvén & Fälthammar 1963,

Melrose 1980), α can be estimated from heuristic considera-

tions, but we shall approach it numerically, deriving it from the

evolution for the distribution function f (γ, t) of particles under-

going pumping. From (11) the equation for individual particle

trajectories in a time-varying magnetic field is

ṗ⊥
p⊥

=
Ḃ

2B
, (20)

and in the absence of other processes the continuity equation for

the distribution function f (p⊥, p‖, t) (averaged over gyration

phase) of many such particles is

∂f (p⊥, p‖, t)

∂t
+

1

p⊥

∂

∂p⊥

(

Ḃp2
⊥

2B
f (p⊥, p‖, t)

)

= 0. (21)

If we rewrite this equation in terms of (p, µ, t), where µ = cos θ,

θ is the pitch-angle, now including a term representing particle

scattering, the distribution evolution equation becomes (correct-

ing Kirk 1995)

∂f (p, µ, t)

∂t
+

Ḃ

2B
(1 − µ2)

(

p
∂f (p, µ, t)

∂p
− µ

∂f (p, µ, t)

∂µ

)

+
Ḃ

B
f (p, µ, t) =

(

df (p, µ, t)

dt

)

scatt

(22)

This represents an intrinsically reversible energisation process,

made irreversible by the isotropisation of the energised particles

in the period between compression and re-expansion of the field.

If we solve for the particle distribution function, we may fit

the results to the averaged form for energy increase (19), thus

identifying the coefficient α for different cases.

We solve equation (22) with a scattering term

(

df

dt

)

scatt

=
∂

∂µ
Dµµ

∂f

∂µ
, (23)

whereDµµ, the diffusion coefficient, is the inverse of the scatter-

ing timescale. At present we have neither energy nor pitch-angle

dependence of the diffusion coefficient.

The solution of equation (22) is accomplished by means

of the method of stochastic simulations (MacKinnon & Craig

1991) which has been used recently in the solution of trans-

port equations for the case of electrons propagating in the solar

corona and chromosphere (Fletcher 1995, Fletcher & Brown

1995) and of cosmic rays accelerated at shocks (Achterberg &

Krülls 1992, Krülls & Achterberg 1994). The method has been

described in some detail in the above references, and here we

state only a few important points. It is based on the formal math-

ematical equivalence of a Fokker-Planck type of equation (such

as (22)) with a set of stochastic differential equations describing

the motion of individual particles and is similar to a Monte Carlo

formulation in implementation, in that the evolution of the parti-

cle distribution function is calculated by generating many reali-

sations of individual particle orbits, and binning the results. The

difference with a conventional Monte Carlo simulation lies in

the interpretation of diffusion terms. Whilst a Monte Carlo cal-

culation simulates individual collisions, the stochastic method

scales the mean free path and collision frequency in a manner

which is entirely determined by the physics which appear in the

transport equation (cf Achterberg & Krülls 1992), making it a

very ‘physical’ method, as well as extremely easy to implement

computationally. As the scattering is a Gaussian process, the er-

ror on each bin of the histogram is
√
N/N , for a bin containing

N particles. In the calculations we shall impose an oscillating

magnetic field on a population of test electrons in a background
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of electrons and ions. The test electrons represent electrons that

have been injected into, or have attached themselves onto, the

magnetic field of the white dwarf.

We can consider two categories of acceleration. The first is

standing compressional oscillations, and the second travelling

compressional oscillations. In general both standing and travel-

ling oscillations can be excited by the companion as well as by

the infalling gas. Large oscillations are generated by the field

lines opening and closing around the companion and can be ex-

pected to cause a standing wave pattern. However, the passage

of a stream of smaller blobs of material through the field can

also lead to standing oscillations in the inner magnetosphere if

a resonance condition exists, and the spin period and the Alfvén

travel time along the field lines have a rational relation. As has

been demonstrated, the power in the latter can easily be 100

times that in the former. We investigate the possibility that the

acceleration occurs by oscillations at the spin frequency, either

as standing or as travelling magnetic compressions.

4.1. Acceleration by standing magnetic compressions.

Standing magnetic compressions are caused by the large-scale

oscillations of the field as it sweeps by the companion. The field

oscillation is purely transverse - there is no component of the

wave vector along the field. If we restrict our considerations to

the non-relativistic regime, Eq. (19) becomes

Ė =
αω

2π

(

∆B

B

)2
E

1 + ∆B/B
(24)

which is linear in a plot of ln(E/Eo) versus t, with gradient
αω
2π

(

∆B
B

)2 (

1 + ∆B
B

)−1
, to which we can easily fit numerical

results.

In Fig. 2 we plot the mean energy increase with time

for 5,000 numerical particles in a few runs, demonstrating

clearly the linear relationship found by the stochastic simula-

tion. Repeating a number of times we generate Fig. 3, showing

α against τscatt/τosc. Note that, although we have chosen spe-

cific values of B,∆B/B and ω for this calculation, the values

of α found are robust to changes in these parameters.

In this type of acceleration, similar to second-order Fermi

acceleration, we find that a particle initially in the non-

relativistic energy regime spends much of its time being ac-

celerated to relativistic energies, thereafter the increase to ultra-

relativistic energies happens very quickly.

It is evident that the efficiency of particle acceleration

reaches a maximum at α ∼ 0.40 for τscatt/τosc = 1. Alfvén

& Fälthammar (1963) find a value of α = 2/9, half as large,

in an idealised situation in which scatterings only occur at the

precise minima and maxima of the field. This type of wave can,

for ∆B/B >∼ 0.25 accelerate particles to relativistic energies

within a few thousand seconds starting from their characteris-

tic free-fall energy down the potential well of the white dwarf.

However, in a high field environment the energy loss of the

particles in synchrotron emission should be included. This may

result in an equilibrium between energy gain and loss by elec-

trons, and is investigated in § 5.

Fig. 2. The increase of energy with time by homogeneous magnetic

pumping in the non-relativistic regime, for 3 values of the pitch-angle

scattering to field oscillation time. The straight lines are fits to the

numerical data, given by the points. α is calculated given the field

parameters indicated.

Fig. 3. The parameter α as a function of the ratio of pitch-angle scat-

tering time to field oscillation time.

4.2. Acceleration by travelling magnetic disturbances.

Here we look at travelling waves, which are typically those

caused by the infall of blobs of material. We envisage that a train

of Alfvén and compressional waves is set up in the ambient field

by the opening and closing of the field around a blob. As one

might imagine, the fact that the blobs are moving through a field

of varying magnitude means that there will be a whole spectrum

of waves set up in the atmosphere, dependent on position and

time. The frequency of the oscillation is now determined by the

blob size l and the local Alfvén speed (if we neglect the speed

of sound in the magnetosphere and take v = vA)

Ω = kvA ∼ 2πvA/l. (25)
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Fig. 4. The increase of energy with time of particles accelerated by

travelling magnetic compressions.

However to keep things simple we shall give here values of the

efficiency of acceleration in the atmosphere at the spin frequency

ω but at a number of values of the parallel wave number k‖
corresponding effectively to a number of values of Alfvén speed,

which can be associated with regions of particular density at a

particular position.

We model the field oscillation as a travelling wave of form

B(z, t) = Bo(1 + ε(cos(ωt− k‖z))), (26)

where ε determines the amplitude of the field oscillation. Since

the wave is travelling the effective oscillation time (the time

which elapses between a particle meeting field compressions)

is Doppler shifted and depends not only on the oscillation fre-

quency but also on the particle velocity along the field. In this

case we do not obtain a linear relationship at low energies. As

particle velocity increases towards the speed of light, the re-

lationship tends to a linear one. By comparing Figs. 2 and 4

it can be seen that at low energies acceleration by travelling

waves can be more efficient than that by standing waves, but

that the efficiency decreases as the particles become relativis-

tic. Long wavelength oscillations are more efficient accelerators

than short wavelength oscillations. The efficiency eventually

tends to that of standing (infinite wavelength) oscillations.

We now turn our attention to the energy losses of the particles

which have to be overcome by the acceleration.

5. Energy losses

An energy increase can only occur and be sustained if accel-

eration by magnetic pumping energises the system faster than

energy is lost. Whilst they are accelerating, electrons can also

lose energy by synchrotron losses, Coulomb losses or plasma

instabilities of the loss-cone type. This will occur only in re-

stricted regimes of background particle density, field strength

Fig. 5. Allowed acceleration regimes for τscatt/τosc = 1 and various

field strengths (0.0025− 0.015 T). A net acceleration will occur in the

regions inside the curves.

and injected particle energy. In addition, the accelerated parti-

cles must be prevented in some way from leaving the magne-

tosphere so that there are sufficient left to account for a flare.

We shall assume that plasma instabilities scatter the particles

without absorbing much of their energy.

5.1. Coulomb and synchrotron losses

To find the allowed regimes for particle acceleration we solve

the equation γ̇bet,av + γ̇synch + γ̇Coul > 0 for various cases

of τscatt/τosc and initial magnetic fields. The synchrotron and

Coulomb losses for electrons are given by (e.g. Leach & Pet-

rosian 1981)

γ̇synch = − 8π

3mec
r2
o

(

B2

µo

)

γ2β2(1 − µ2) (27)

and

γ̇Coul = −4πncr2
oΛ

β
, (28)

where r0 = e2(4πε0mc2)−1 is the classical electron radius, Λ

the Coulomb logarithm, and n the background electron density.

We arrive at a series of curves in (n, γ) space plotted here in

Fig. 5. In this figure, acceleration can take place in the regions

above and to the left of the curves.

A critical region is around the energy with which the par-

ticles are injected onto the field lines. It must be possible for

the particles to begin accelerating right away via the magnetic

pumping effect, otherwise we are forced to invoke a first step ac-

celeration mechanism to take them up to some critical threshold

energy, at which magnetic pumping can proceed. To examine

this question we look at the low energy end of Fig. 5. If we
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Fig. 6. The low energy end of Fig. 5.

assume that the accreting gas consists of fully ionised hydro-

gen with components in thermal equilibrium, then the thermal

energy of electron and proton components is equal, i.e.,

1

2
mpv

2
p =

3

2
kT =

1

2
mev

2
e. (29)

If we further assume that the thermal energy of the gas derives

from the infall energy, which is dominated by the more massive

proton component, then

v2
p =

2GM

r
=
me

mp
v2
e. (30)

At a radius of 5·108 m for example, the electron thermal velocity

in the blob is 3 · 107 m s−1, so the minimum energy it will have

as it attaches to the field is then γ−1 = 5 ·10−3. It is a minimum

energy since by virtue of the rapid rotation of the white dwarf,

the velocity of a ‘pickup’ electron in the frame of the moving

magnetic field may be higher, depending on the radius at which

it attaches.

So in regions of density of <∼ 6 ·1011 particles m−3 betatron

acceleration (assuming ∆B/B = 0.25) of free-falling material

may take place. Of course if they have a higher energy, particles

may continue to accelerate in higher densities.

5.2. Particle losses and trapping.

If particles are to be accelerated by magnetic pumping, they

must be maintained in the magnetosphere. Depending on fac-

tors such as the particle energy, pitch-angle and position in the

magnetosphere, a particle will either precipitate onto the poles

(due to synchrotron losses and Coulomb collisions) or be kept

in the atmosphere by the magnetic mirror force (due to the con-

verging magnetic field). The competition between energy loss

and gain processes (as a function of density, field etc) determines

the region where particles lose more energy than they gain, as

described in the above section, whilst the magnetic field conver-

gence and the particle energy and pitch-angle determine which

particles will enter this region. Let the position rpr be the posi-

tion on a given field line at which losses dominate energy gains

and particles precipitate out. Only a fraction of the particles will

ever reach this critical position, and the loss-cone – the region

in pitch-angle space encompassing all particles which will ul-

timately precipitate – at position r has a half-angle ψ defined

by

sin2 ψ(r) =
B(r)

B(rpr)
. (31)

For magnetic pumping to work efficiently we must be in a regime

of efficient scattering, which puts us in the strong diffusion limit.

In this limit the loss-cone is always approximately full, with

particles being scattered in and out continuously. The escape

timescale is then τesc = τexit/F where τexit is the time taken

to diffuse along the loop, and F is the fraction of solid angle

contained in the loss-cone. In a scattering medium this is the

time taken to random walk across the structure,

τexit =
L2

2Dzz
, (32)

where L is the length of the structure which the electrons have

to cross, andDzz = v2/6Dµµ is the spatial diffusion coefficient.

For small loss-cones, F = ψ2/2. Taking an optimum value for

Dµµ = 1/τosc = 1/Pwd and using v ∼ c we get

τesc =
L2

5 · 1017ψ2
s. (33)

We see from Fig. 5 that synchrotron losses limit the maximum

Lorentz factor. To derive the conditions on the loops in which

particles can be accelerated up to a chosen Lorentz factor we

determine the maximum fieldBmax allowed from Fig. 5 for that

value of the Lorentz factor, and the corresponding acceleration

time. This field value is then identified with that at the mirror

point rpr. Equation (33) together with (31) and the requirement

that the trapping time exceeds the acceleration time then lead to

the (conservative) condition

L2Bmax(rpr)

5 · 1017B(R0)
> τacc, (34)

which for the determined values of Bmax and τacc identifies the

smallest loop in the given field structure where acceleration up

to the required energy can take place. For a dipolar structure the

loop half-length is L = 1.38R0, where R0 is the radial distance

from the stellar centre.

Let us apply this to particles of γ ∼ 100. The maximum

field strength (Fig. 5) is 0.005 T. The acceleration time is 1.5 ·
104 s for ∆B/B = 0.25 and 103 s for ∆B/B = 1. Particles

initially attaching to the field at radii greater than, respectively,

240Rwd (B = 7.28 · 10−6 T, ψ = 1.46 · 10−3) and 140Rwd

(B = 3.70 · 10−5 T, ψ = 7.40 · 10−3) will not precipitate in less

than the acceleration time.
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6. Emission from AE Aquarii

Having outlined the acceleration mechanism and found the

regimes in which it may operate, we now proceeed to see

whether it can explain the radio emission which we observe

in AE Aqr.

6.1. Quiescent radio emission

Can acceleration by magnetic compressions power the quies-

cent radio emission from AE Aqr? Since the radio spectrum is

observed to increase with frequency up to at least ν = 394 GHz

(Abada-Simon et al. 1995a) we shall assume that the majority

of quiescent emission is output around this frequency. Assum-

ing that the emission is synchrotron radiation, the characteristic

individual particle energy is (Pacholczyk 1970)

E = 8.4 · 10−19B−1/2ν1/2J = 5.3 · 10−13B−1/2J, (35)

or γ = 6.42B−1/2 (91 in a 5 · 10−3 T field). The particles

would have to be accelerated to this energy and then kept there

by pumping, balancing out with synchrotron and Coulomb en-

ergy losses in a steady-state situation. The loss of energy in

synchrotron radiation of each particle is given by Eq. (27), and

inserting the value for the Lorentz factors of emitting particles

gives the total synchrotron power for a volume V of particles at

density ne,

Psynch = 4.36 · 10−13B

(

1 − B

41.2

)

neV W (36)

(integrating over solid angle, assuming an isotropic distribution

and an optically thin cloud). From Fig. 5 we see that the magnetic

field must be <∼ 5 · 10−3 T for a net acceleration to appropriate

energy to take place (determined by γ = 6.42B−1/2). Therefore

we need ∼ 5 · 1034 emitting electrons to explain the quiescent

emission at 1020 W. Acceleration can occur (giving a sustainable

emission of synchrotron radiation) in cold plasma densities n <∼
6·1011m−3. Also, for a steady source the particle energy density

should remain smaller than the energy density of the magnetic

field, neγmec
2 < B2(2µ0)−1, which leads to an upper limit on

the fast particle density of ne <∼ 1.34 · 1012 m−3 (for a Lorentz

factor γ = 91 and a field strengthB = 0.005 T). Then the source

volume is at least V >∼ 8.3 · 1022 m3. If the white dwarf surface

field at the poles is 100 T, this corresponds to a spherical shell

of minimum thickness 105 m at the distance at which the field

equals 5 · 10−3 T (∼ 27 Rwd = 2.7 · 108 m). As detailed in

the previous section precipitation losses increase this distance

further.

It therefore seems possible that the quiescent radio emission

can be explained by continuous energisation of the particles by

the large-scale standing field oscillations.

6.2. Flare radio emission

To produce flares, we would envisage a situation in which

enough particles are trapped on the field lines of the white dwarf

and subsequently take part in the acceleration process. As the

energy density in fast particles becomes too large with respect

to that in the field, a MHD instability sets in and a magnetic

cloud containing accelerated particles is expelled.

The number of energetic particles that may be stored in the

white dwarf magnetosphere depends both on the magnetic field

geometry and on where the energetic particles are produced. If

they are deposited within a narrow flux tube a ballooning insta-

bility is likely, leading to an outward expansion of the flux tube

releasing a cloud of energetic particles. To find the conditions

for this it is necessary to specify the size and location of the

region where the particles are deposited.

If the energy of stored particles Ep, deposited at a radius

Re, is comparable to the magnetic energy ∆EB(Re) required

to open the field beyond Re, the closed field lines will open

up releasing them. Approximating the open field Bopen by a

uniform radial field which reverses direction at a current sheet

in the equatorial plane, with a flux given by a dipole magnetic

flux at Re, we have Bopen = ±(πBwdR
3
wd/Re)(1/2πr2). Ne-

glecting the change in magnetic energy for r < Re , the condi-

tion for releasing the stored particles is, Wp ≥ ∆EB(Re) ≈
π/3 R3

wd (B2
wd/µ0)(Rwd/Re)3. If we take Bwd = 100T,

Rwd = 107m as canonical values for the white dwarf mag-

netic field and radius this maximum stored energy is Ep ∼
4.2 · 1030(Re/Rwd)−3 J. For example if the minimum radius at

which energisation dominates over losses is Re = 30Rwd, we

expect the stored particles to be released if their energy exceeds

1.6 · 1027 J.

Once the cloud of trapped particles has been released from

the magnetosphere much of the particle energy will go towards

expanding the plasmoid. The individual particle energy will de-

crease as E ∝ r−1
s as the source radius rs increases. For an

observed luminosity of 1021 W, a source size rs, and a band-

width ∆ν ∼ ν the brightness temperature at 400 GHz is given

by

KBTb ∼ 1.11 · 106r−2
s7 eV, (37)

and the source is initially optically thin for γ − 1 > 2r−2
s7 .

Therefore at this frequency the brightness temperature decreases

as the plasmoid expands. However at lower frequencies, taking

into account the observed average positive slope of the spectrum

(index ∼ 0.5), the brightness temperature increases Tb ∝ ν−1.5

and the source is initially optically thick. In fact the observed

positive frequency slope of the quiescent average radio flux and

the transition from optically thick to thin emission in a flare

(Bastian et al. 1988) can be understood if a constant number of

electrons are gradually accelerated to larger and larger energies

within the same loop structure until it bursts open.

Finally, note that the emission at the time of the outbreak

of the plasmoid is rather efficient as the synchrotron loss-time

equals the acceleration time.
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6.3. Hard X-ray emission by trapped and precipitating particles

To determine if trapped particles would emit observable quan-

tities of X-rays we calculate the hard X-ray luminosity from:

L =
64π

3

√

1

2

e6

mec2h(4πεo)3

√

kT

mec2
(
∑

z

neZ
2nzV ), (38)

whereL is the hard X-ray luminosity,T is the temperature of the

emitting plasma, ne and nz are the electron and ion densities

with electric charge Z, and V is the volume of the emitting

plasma. The term in brackets is the so-called emission measure

(EM) which can be simplified as n2
e V. The above equation can

therefore be re-written as:

L = 1.38 · 10−40
√
Tn2

eV W. (39)

From §5.1 and §6.1 we take ne <∼ 5 · 1012 m−3, V >∼ 1022

m3, ve (the thermal electron velocity) =3 · 107 m s−1 (which

implies an electron temperature of ∼ 107 K) and find Lhard >∼
1011 W. This figure is many orders of magnitude less than the

observed hard X-ray flux, Lhard ∼ 1024 W (Eracleous et al.

1991). We conclude that the particles energised by magnetic

pumping would not contribute a significant proportion to the

observed hard X-ray flux.

If we assume that a small fraction of these energised par-

ticles (say 1%) can escape from the magnetosphere (see §4)

and generate thick target emission near the stellar surface,

the hard X-ray emission from these particles would be L ∼
0.01Nγmec

2/τflare ∼ 2.2 · 1018 W for N = 1035, γ = 100,
and τflare = 1 hour. If the hard X-rays are generated from tall

accretion curtains of the sort described by Eracleous et al (1995),

it is clear that the emission from the accelerated particles would

not contribute a significant amount to the overall X-ray flux and

are not the origin of the X-rays seen in AE Aqr (Clayton &

Osborne 1995).

7. Discussion

To put our results into perspective we briefly discuss the injec-

tion of the particles into the accelerator and other acceleration

mechanisms expected to occur in AE Aqr.

The maximum number of radiating electrons is 1036 −1037.

Assuming that they have to be refreshed every hour (the flare

timescale) an equivalent hydrogen mass accretion rate of 4.6·105

kg/s = 7·10−18 M�/ yr has to be supplied for, which is a fraction

10−6 of the nominal accretion rate. Two sources of gas injection

are the wind from the secondary and Roche lobe overflow from

the secondary in the form of clumps of matter.

Considering Roche lobe overflow first, gas clumps falling

towards the white dwarf quickly reach supersonic speeds. As-

suming that the motion is supersonic (or super-alfvénic) with

respect to both the magnetosphere and the internal velocity of

sound in the blob, a system of two shocks forms, separated by a

contact discontinuity. At the outer shock the incoming magneto-

spheric plasma is compressed and heated. The inner shock pres-

surises the gas blob and vanishes when there has been enough

time for the shock to reach the blob center. The details depend on

the blob density and dimensions as they determine the cooling

rate. In any case Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor insta-

bilities are expected to develop along the contact discontinuity

toward the wake, gradually stripping the gas blob. Note that

the short-periodic, dramatic increase of ambient magnetic field

pressure (with a factor 4 for a perpendicular rotator) shocks the

gas blobs continuously. Ablation turns the stream of gas blobs

into a spray (cf. Wynn et al. 1995). Ultimately the ambient field

penetrates the fragments or part of them (Arons & Lea 1980)

and magnetic pumping starts acting on the plasma. This process

is enhanced by the so-called pickup process (see below) of ini-

tially neutral gas atoms escaping from the blob surface into the

magnetosphere.

The second source of plasma is the stellar wind of the com-

panion. If the stellar mass loss rate is comparable to the, ex-

tremely weak, solar one (2 · 10−14 M�/yr) a fraction 4 ·10−4 of

the particles have to get injected into the accelerator. Of course

strong magnetic activity (see below) in the corona of the sec-

ondary enhances the mass loss rate in the stellar wind. Moreover

erupting stellar prominences, in particular unstable prominences

in the reversed gravity field above the inner Lagrangian point

could enhance the mass transfer. Such ‘prominences’ with es-

timated densities of 1018 m−3 can act as long-term injectors of

particles in dwarf novae (Steeghs et al. 1996).

Finally, in the fast rotating magnetosphere cool matter can

be held-up against gravity at preferred locations (Steeghs 1996).

We now briefly turn to acceleration processes other than

magnetic pumping.

7.1. Pickup acceleration

Neutral gas atoms evaporating from the infalling blobs can pen-

etrate the white dwarf magnetosphere. As soon as the atoms

get ionized their charged constituents become trapped onto the

white dwarf magnetic field with particle speeds at least equal

to the differential speed of the blob and the magnetosphere

β = v/c = ωwdr/c ≈ 6.4 · 10−3R0/Rwd. For instance at a

hundred white dwarf radii the kinetic pickup energy of an elec-

tron would be 150 keV, and 300 MeV for a proton. The pickup

process can be enhanced by microinstabilities driven by the rel-

ative motion between the new ions and the background plasma.

This occurs in the critical ionisation velocity mechanism. The

theory (Raadu 1978) invokes the modified two stream instability

which accounts for the observed electron energisation parallel

to the magnetic field (Danielsson & Brenning 1975) with ener-

gies comparable to the kinetic pickup energy of the ions. Thus

the pickup process can produce electrons with energies much

greater than their pickup energies. Clearly, the pickup process

can be a very important injection process for magnetic pumping.

7.2. Transit-time damping

For small-amplitude wave-like perturbations transit-time mag-

netic pumping requires a C̆erenkov resonance to be fulfilled

ω − k‖v‖ = 0, (40)
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where (ω(k),k) are the wave frequency and the wave vector, re-

spectively, and the relevant components are taken parallel to the

ambient magnetic field. Further only compressional magnetic

waves –the fast and the slow mode – contribute (Achterberg

1981). Equation (40) is familiar from Landau damping when

the wave has a longitudinal electric field component. As has

been shown by Stix (1992) transit-time pumping is the mag-

netic analogue of Landau damping. Actually both effects inter-

fere and should be taken into account to determine the rate of

transfer of energy from waves to particles. For the nearly per-

pendicular fast magnetosonic wave, however, the electric field

component along the magnetic field is much smaller than the

electric field component transverse to both the magnetic field

and the wave vector and Landau damping can be neglected

compared to transit-time damping. For an isothermal plasma

primarily electrons rather than ions are heated by collisionless

transit-time damping of fast magnetosonic waves. Transit-time

damping could play an important role in AE Aqr, if only to pre-

heat electrons (and ions). In particular a non-linear version of

transit-time damping is expected to operate on those field lines

where the bounce time of a particle equals the oscillation time

which in our case is the rotation period of the white dwarf. From

Eq. (15) it follows that loops with shell parameter

R0

Rwd
= 248

β

f1(θ0)
∼ (180 − 335)β (41)

will be heated by this process. We conclude that a future inves-

tigation of transit-time damping in AE Aqr for large amplitudes

is needed.

7.3. Resonant heating

Another process of interest, which has been investigated in the

context of heating the solar corona (Kuperus et al. 1981, Goed-

bloed & Halberstadt 1994, Poedts & Boynton 1996), is resonant

heating by Alfvén waves. The mechanism is based on the res-

onance between the Alfvén propagation time along a particular

field line of length l, which is anchored at its footpoints in the

star, and the frequency of an MHD wave ω impinging on the

inhomogeneous magnetic loop structure

ω =
πZvA

l
, (42)

with integer Z. In the layer of field lines satisfying this equation

for given ω, a standing kinetic Alfvén wave can be excited to

a large amplitude. Radial inhomogeneity then leads to phase

mixing and the development of large gradients. The incoming

Poynting flux of the MHD wave is then efficiently tapped by

strong dissipation either by viscous damping and Ohmic heat-

ing, or collisionless damping. Taking the speed of light as an

upper limit to the Alfvén parameter resonant heating by MHD

waves at the spin period is found to be important for dipolar

loops with shell parameter

R0

Rwd
≤ 57. (43)

Again this is an interesting process requiring further study.

7.4. Magnetic flares and reconnection

As we have seen, magnetic pumping can lead to eruptions. These

can be called magnetic flares as they originate from a large-

scale instability of an MHD structure. It is important, how-

ever, to realize that our flares are pressure-driven by the high

energy particles stored in the magnetic fields. This is at vari-

ance with solar flares which are considered to be driven by the

evolving magnetic field of a low-beta structure (Kuijpers 1992,

βgas = 2µ0pgas/B
2 is the ratio of gas pressure to magnetic field

pressure). We merely point out here that such ‘classical’ flares

could occur as well in AE Aqr and lead to particle acceleration.

Two obvious cases present themselves: firstly, reconnection be-

tween coronal magnetic fields of the companion and of the white

dwarf may lead to coronal current systems (Lamb et al. 1983)

and subsequent explosions. The formation of such flaring struc-

tures would primarily occur where the fields of the companion

and white dwarf are comparable. For the above dipolar field of

the white dwarf and a surface field of the companion at the inner

Lagrangian point (1.1·109 m from the white dwarf) of 0.3 T with

a dipolar scale height of 2 · 107 m the magnetic fields are com-

parable (1.6 · 10−4 T) at the midpoint between the stars (about

R0/Rwd = 85 from the white dwarf). The total energy which

could be stored in such a huge weak field structure is of the or-

der of the potential energy, WM ∼ B2R3/2µ0 = 6 · 1024 J. Of

course this estimate implies reconnection at the speed of light,

assumes that the surface of the companion is covered with strong

fields, and moreover neglects the complicating shock structure

which engulfs the companion. Therefore, it seems unlikely that

such large-scale reconnections between the fields of the com-

panion and white dwarf are sufficiently powerful to cause the

observed radio outbursts. Secondly and more promising, the

ambient white dwarf field can be distorted (and reconnect) by

infalling blobs in a manner such as described by Aly & Kuijpers

(1990).

Finally other acceleration processes can be important such

as shock acceleration by bullets (Jones et al. 1994), magnetic

field aligned electric fields in AC or DC circuits (Raadu 1989),

and modulational instabilities of magnetosonic waves (Bingham

1995 private communication), and it would be important to have

observations which discriminate between these (such as TeV γ-

rays, De Jager et al. 1994, Meintjes et al. 1994).

7.5. Flares on other magnetised binaries?

If our proposal that magnetic pumping creates plasmoids of

cosmic rays in AE Aqr is correct, what are the predictions for

other magnetic CVs and for X-ray binaries with neutron stars?

Qualitatively, we expect that magnetic pumping is at work if the

compact object is spinning fast, if its magnetic field is strong,

and if the mass transfer rate is, on one hand large enough to tap

the spin energy, and, on the other hand sufficiently small that

low densities can be maintained in the magnetosphere required

for magnetic pumping. In the case of white dwarfs, the magnetic

field should not be too large because otherwise, as the observa-

tions show, the white dwarf becomes locked to the companion
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and the spin rate adjusts to the orbital revolution rate. In the case

of neutron stars the latter effect is not important because their

magnetic moments are less than for white dwarfs. To get some

idea of the permitted initial density of non-relativistic particles

we put γ̇bet,av + γ̇Coul > 0 to obtain (see Eqs. (19) and (28))

n < 1.7 · 1016β3P−1
∗ m−3, (44)

for a star of period P∗ in seconds, ∆B/B = 0.25, and Λ = 20.

Transforming this number into an effective mass accretion rate

we find Ṁeff ∼ 4πR2
0nmiv ∼ 1.05 · 1011P−1

∗ kg/s, with

R0 = 108 m, and β = 0.1. This number remains many or-

ders of magnitude below the critical mass accretion rate even

for the fastest spinning neutron star. We expect this effective

mass accretion rate to depend monotonically on the real mass

accretion rate onto the compact star, and to set an upper limit to

it if magnetic pumping operates. Further the pumping process

and the loop eruption require the particles to be trapped and

therefore located inside the light cylinder rlc = 4.8 · 107P m.

This sets a lower limit to the spin period. Also note in this re-

spect that a trapped cloud of fast electrons near a neutron star

is only observable as a synchrotron source at radio frequencies

if it is large enough (>∼ 108 m, Kuijpers 1989). Finally from

γ̇bet,av + γ̇synch = 0 we obtain an estimate of the characteristic

equilibrium Lorentz factor (see Eqs. (19) and (27))

γ = 7.7 · 10−2P−1
∗ B−2, (45)

for the same field oscillation amplitude as before. Note that B
is the field strength in the source. We intend to elaborate these

points in a future paper.

8. Conclusions

If the fast spinning white dwarf in AE Aqr has a surface field of

100 T magnetic pumping is a serious candidate for the particle

acceleration needed to explain the observed radio outbursts. We

have studied the various physical conditions that are required.

The most efficient radiator of strong magnetic oscillations is a

stream of gas blobs from the secondary into the magnetosphere

of the white dwarf. Further an important ingredient for mag-

netic pumping to work is to put a sufficient amount of dilute

plasma onto the magnetic field lines, and to keep the particles

trapped long enough for the accelerator to work. To have ef-

ficient pumping a scattering process is required such that the

pitch angle scattering time matches the oscillation time of the

field. For simplicity we have limited ourselves to oscillations

at the spin period, although perturbations exist also at higher

frequencies. We have just assumed that a suitable plasma in-

stability takes care of the scattering, and more work is needed

to demonstrate that such an instability occurs. Note that plasma

instabilities caused by loss-cone distributions can also lead to ra-

dio emission. However, a clear signature of a coherent emission

process is lacking in the majority of the radio observations in

AE Aqr. On particular magnetic field lines the MHD oscillations

lead to particle acceleration also by the processes of transit-time

damping and resonant heating, and these processes deserve fur-

ther study. The injection energy appears to be no problem, both

because of the initial particle energy in the gravitational well of

the white dwarf and because of the rapid rotation which gives

a high initial pickup energy to ionized atoms. The accelerated

particles are not the origin of the X-rays seen in AE Aqr. Finally

our proposal of magnetic pumping of a particle trap anchored in

the white dwarf and its subsequent expulsion seems to explain

the pertinent radio observations of AE Aqr.
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